
CASE STUDY

I definitely would 

recommend SuccessKit. 

If you’re looking for Case 

Studies, this is a solid 

organization to partner 

with. Our experience 

has been excellent.

“
Milo Sindell 
President, Skyline G

SUCCESSKIT.IO

”

Skyline G saves time by relying on 
SuccessKit to produce concise and 
effective Case Studies. 

Situation
Skyline G was creating their own Case Studies. They had internal sales people 
orchestrating the process and would hire a third party to interview the client.

This process did produce Case Studies, but “the biggest challenge was time 
intensiveness: facilitating the interviews, distilling down the essence of what 
our clients are sharing, then going back to them for sign-off on information 
provided, then going back to their legal to get sign-off on the Case Study was 
a lot to handle,” shared Milo Sindell, President at Skyline G.

Another issue was that most of the assets they were creating ended up 
being multi-page Case Studies. Although they had a lot of information from 
their happy clients, they were struggling to condense it all into a concise, 
compelling, and easily digestible piece of content.

Solution
Skyline G partnered with SuccessKit to handle the full process of conducting 
interviews, creating Case Studies, and acquiring permissions.

“SuccessKit provides me with time savings, first and foremost. I can focus on 
other, more important aspects of my business. Now I don’t have to coordinate 
the activities of someone creating Case Studies myself,” said Milo.

SuccessKit has also been able to deliver effective, impactful Case Studies in a 
shorter form.

“We are now able to provide multiple Case Studies to our clients in a way that 
is concise and easy for them to understand,” said Milo. “[With SuccessKit 
Case Studies], we’re not asking them to read three to five page documents. 
They can quickly look at a one page Case Study and quickly identify the value 
we provide our clients.”

https://successkit.io/
https://successkit.io/


“ SuccessKit provides me 
with time savings, first and 
foremost. I can focus on other 
things in my business.
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Primary Value 

Time Savings

Case Studies 
Created

5 in 5 Months

With SuccessKit, Skyline G no longer has to 
invest extensive time and resources scheduling 
and conducting interviews, gathering 
permissions, and creating assets.

SuccessKit’s concise, compelling single page 
Case Studies provide a powerful tool for the 
sales team to use with prospects.

“If I need an edit, or change, or modification, 
or a question, they are hyper-responsive. It is 
often a matter of minutes rather than hours, 
which I appreciate tremendously,” said Milo.

Results + Benefits

”

Time Savings

Concise Assets

Excellent 
Customer Service 

A DEMANDING ROLE
Stephan has a senior role in a department that functions across multiple 
divisions of a Fortune 100 global tech company. Commanding a budget of 
approximately $200 million, Stephan was seeking to become a more strategic 
leader and to improve his effectiveness in tackling a number of challenging 
business initiatives.

Eager to reach the next level in his career, Stephan turned to Skyline G and 
their 6-month executive coaching program.

COACHING TO MANAGE 
RELATIONSHIPS
“Relationships are critical in my role,” Stephan said. “[Skyline G coaching] 
has provided that contextual knowledge of how to break down the barriers of 
process and organization so I can continue to be successful.”

“One of the really powerful things my coach said to me is, ‘do you expect your 
staff to serve you, or are you serving them?’” shared Stephan. “I realized a lot 
of my frustration was that I did expect my staff to be serving things up to me. 
The sense of humility from that perspective has really stayed with me.”

A NOTICEABLE IMPROVEMENT                
In the two performance periods since Stephan completed Skyline G’s coaching,  
Stephan reports that “there has been a lot of feedback on how much I have 
changed my approach and style. I am not [focusing on employees mistakes]. 
Instead, I am talking about opportunity and describing what success looks like. 
I am helping people to find success instead of assuming they will figure it out.”

““Skyline G is a  

different level of 

coaching. We have 

internal coaching and 

training that is great. 

But with Skyline it 

is the quality of the 

coaching. To be a great 

leader you need a 

coach, and this level of 

coaching and attention 

to detail I had never 

experienced before.” 

STEPHAN, 
Fortune 100 
Senior Leader

A DIFFERENT LEVEL 

OF COACHING

Senior executive at a Fortune 100 tech company  
expands his leadership development and  
boosts his effectiveness through Skyline G coaching.
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SKYLINE G COMBINES THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS --  
PERSONAL AND DIGITAL COACHING -- TO DELIVER LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT TO ALL LEVELS OF YOUR COMPANY.

WWW.SKYLINEG.COM

SITUATION
Medidata had been growing at 20% annually and has set a goal of reaching 
$1 billion in revenue. However, prior to initiating its leadership development 
efforts, few of Medidata’s leaders had significant experience managing a 
fast-growing company that targeting an ambitious revenue goal. 

SOLUTION
After evaluating several coaching options, Medidata’s HR team, headed by 
former EVP of Human Resources Eileen Schloss, selected Skyline Group’s 
first-of-its-kind technology-driven leadership development coaching 
solution: C4X | Coaching for Excellence. 

Overall, Medidata reported a 99% satisfaction rating among the leaders who 
participated. In a post-program assessment, Medidata estimated that the 
leadership growth their leaders experienced and have applied in their jobs 
has been worth an average of $432,000 per leader. 

“The quality of the program is excellent, the tools are great, and the coaches 
are first-rate. C4X has enabled us to have more than 150 leaders coached in 
a cost-effective way at a cost per-leader far lower than traditional coaching. 
We’ve experienced a substantial return on investment by implementing C4X 
compared to what we have spent on it,” concludes Schloss.

BENEFITS & RESULTS

Leveraging the unique scalability and cost effectiveness of C4X, 
more than 200 leaders were coached over an 18-month period. 

Medidata reports a 99% satisfaction rating among leaders who 
participated. 

In addition to the direct ROI, Medidata has seen improved job 
satisfaction and retention among scores of leaders.

““We’ve experienced a 

substantial return on 

investment by imple-

menting C4X compared 

to what we have spent 

on it.”

Eilene Schloss, 
EVP of Human Resources, 
MEDIDATA

Medidata, a Fast-Growing Leader in Clinical Technology with 
Ambitious Revenue Goals, Deploys C4X to Successfully – and 
Cost-Effectively – Build its Leadership Capabilities 
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Medidata estimated that 

the leadership growth 

their leaders experienced 

and have applied to their 

jobs has been worth an 

average of $432,000 per 

leader.
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